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Let ! be a complex variable. We associate a polynomial in !, denoted ( MN )! , to
any two molecular species M=M(X) and N=N(X) by means of a binomial-type
expansion of the form
M(!+X)=:
N \
M
N+! N(X).
In the special case M(X)=X m, the species of linear orders of length m, the above
formula reduces to the classical binomial expansion
(!+X)m=:
n \
m
n+ !m&nXn.
When !=1, a M(1+X)-structure can be interpreted as a partially labelled M-struc-
ture and (MN )1 is a nonnegative integer, denoted (
M
N ) for simplicity. We develop some
basic properties of these ‘‘generalized binomial coefficients’’ and apply them to
study solutions, 8, of combinatorial equations of the form M(8)=9 in the context
of C-species, M being molecular and 9 being a given C-species. This generalizes the
study of symmetric square roots (where M=E2 , the species of 2-element sets)
initiated by P. Bouchard, Y. Chiricota, and G. Labelle in (1995, Discrete Math. 139,
4956).  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions from the
theory of combinatorial species founded by Joyal in [6] (see also [2] for
a comprehensive English presentation). Informally, a combinatorial species
is a class of finite labelled structures which is closed under relabelling along
bijections1. Typical examples are given by various classes of graphs, e.g.,
simple graphs, connected graphs, oriented graphs, trees, rooted trees, etc.,
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1 Formally, a species is an endofunctor of the category of finite sets and bijections.
usually labelled at their vertices. Two structures are called isomorphic if
one can be obtained from the other by some relabelling. An unlabelled
structure is then an isomorphism class of labelled structures. Species can be
added together, multiplied, differentiated, and substituted one into another
to form new species from given ones. The theory of species gives a unified
treatment of generating functions for both labelled and unlabelled struc-
tures and also provides a tool for the specification and analysis of these
structures, using functional equations.
A species M is molecular if all the structures are isomorphic to each
other. The molecular decomposition of a species F is then the formal
expansion
F=:
{
M{ , (1.1)
where the index { runs through the set of unlabelled F-structures and M{
denotes the molecular species corresponding to {. Moreover, M{ can also
be written XnH{ , where H{ denotes the stabilizer of an arbitrary structure,
t, of type { and n is the degree of M{ , that is, the size of the underlying set
of t. Observe that H{ is determined by { up to conjugacy of subgroups in
Sn . After collecting similar terms (when H{ is conjugate to H{$) in (1.1), the
molecular decomposition of F can be expressed as a multivariate formal
power series with coefficients in N, where the indeterminates are atomic
species. Atomic species are molecular species which are indecomposable
under product. Indeed, the set N &X& of isomorphism classes of species
forms a semiring which is an extension of the semiring NX of formal
power series in the indeterminate X,
N &X&=NX, E2 , E3 , C3 , E4 , E2 b E2 , E2 b X 2, ... , (1.2)
where En denotes the species of n-element sets and Cn the species of n-ele-
ment cyclic permutations. For example, the first terms of the molecular
decomposition of the species G of simple graphs are given (see [2]) by
G=1+X+2E2+2E3+2XE2+2E4+2E2 b E2+2XE3+2E 22
+2X2E2+2XE4+E2 b X2+2E5+6E2E3+6XE 22+5X(E2 b X
2)
+4X(E2 b E2)+2X2E3+6X3E2+P5+ } } } . (1.3)
Note that the molecular decomposition of an arbitrary species F contains
all the information about its associated series. In order to be able to solve
combinatorial equations, it is then natural to extend the scalars to the com-
plex numbers. This gives the C-algebra C &X&, the elements of which are
called C-species.
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Following the work of Joyal [69] and Yeh [15], we make use of the
general substitution of a C-species, with a not necessarily zero constant
term, into another C-species to introduce a generalization of the classical
binomial coefficients and to apply it to a class of combinatorial functional
equations. More specifically,
v In Section 2, we define nonnegative integers, ( MN ), by means of the
molecular decomposition
M(1+X)=:
N \
M
N+ N(X), (1.4)
where M(X) and N(X) run through molecular species. We also interpret
these numbers ( MN ) in terms of partially labelled M-structures and give
tables and explicit expressions for them.
v In Section 3, we derive some properties of these generalized bino-
mial coefficients ( MN ) and extend (1.4) to a formula of the form
M(!+X)=:
N \
M
N+! N(X), (1.5)
where ! is a complex variable and ( MN )! are polynomials in !. When
!=k # N, ( MN )! is interpreted in terms of partially k-colored M-structures.
v In Section 4, we make use of these polynomials ( MN )! to study
functional equations of the form
M(8(X))=9(X), (1.6)
in the context of C-species, to be solved for the ‘‘unknown’’ C-species 8(X),
where M(X) is a given molecular species and 9(X) is a given C-species.
This extends the study of symmetric square roots (where M=E2 , the
species of 2-point sets) initiated by Bouchard et al. in [3].
Equations such as (1.6) arise naturally in enumerative combinatorics.
For example, let  and A be the species of trees and rooted trees respec-
tively. The following relation, due to Leroux [11] (see also [12]),
A+E2 (A)=+A2, (1.7)
is called the dissymmetry theorem for trees2. As noted by Bouchard et al.
in [3], relation (1.7) is equivalent to the following equation:
E2 (1&A)=1&. (1.8)
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2 This combinatorial equation is related to Otter’s dissimilarity characteristic formula [5].
This is an instance of (1.6) in the context of virtual species (i.e. Z-species)
with M=E2 , 8=1&A, 9=1&.
2. GENERALIZED BINOMIAL COEFFICIENTS
We start with the observation that the classical binomial coefficients can
be interpreted in terms of partially labelled lists as follows. Consider a list
of m nodes, n of which are labelled by distinct labels, the m&n remaining
nodes being unlabelled (see bottom list in Fig. 1, where n=3 and m=9).
We call such a structure a n-partially labelled m-list (or a partially labelled
m-list of degree n).
Obviously, the classical binomial coefficient ( mn ) can be interpreted as the
number of n-partially labelled m-lists that can be extracted from a given
(completely) labelled m-list by unlabelling m&n of its nodes. This fact is
interpreted in the theory of species by the following molecular decomposi-
tion,
(1+X)m= :
nm \
m
n + Xn, (2.9)
where (1+X)m=(1+X) } } } (1+X), m factors, is interpreted as the species
of partially labelled m-lists (a 1-structure is an unlabelled node and a
X-structure is a labelled node).
Note that the species M(X)=Xm is molecular (any two labelled m-lists
being isomorphic) and that
(1+X)m=X m b (1+X)=M(1+X). (2.10)
This motivates the following definition.
Definition 2.1. Let M=M(X) be any molecular species. The species of
partially labelled M-structures, denoted M(1+X), is defined by
M(1+X)=M(T+X)|T :=1 , (2.11)
where T is an auxiliary sort of singletons.
FIG. 1. A 3-partially labelled 9-list.
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This definition means that the M(1+X)-structures are obtained by
unlabelling all points of sort T in M(T+X)-structures.
More precisely, let M be a molecular species of degree m. To construct
a partially labelled M-structure s on a set U of n labels, nm, we proceed
in three steps:
(1) add to U an arbitrary set V of m&n distinct new elements;
(2) take a M-structure t on the augmented set U+V;
(3) obtain s from t by unlabelling all the elements of V.
Formally speaking, a M(1+X)-structure s on U is an equivalence class
of triples of the form
(t, U, V), t : M-structure on U+V, (2.12)
under the equivalence relation
(t, U, V)t(t$, U, V$), (2.13)
if t$ can be obtained from t by relabelling t along a bijection
;: U+V [ U+V$
such that ;|U=idU and ;(V)=V$. Note that V may be empty.
For example, let M(X)=C6 (X) the species of oriented 6-cycles. Figure 2
gives two (nonisomorphic) partially labelled C6-structures on the set U=
[a, b, c] of three labels.
The relabellings of partially labelled M-structures along bijections should
be clear to the reader. By analogy with (2.9), we now associate a
generalized binomial coefficient, ( MN ), to any two molecular species M and N.
FIG. 2. Two partially labelled 6-cycles on [a, b, c]. (a) Stabilizer: trivial. (b) Stabilizer: cyclic
of order 3.
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Definition 2.2. The generalized binomial coefficients, ( MN ), are the non-
negative integers arising from the molecular decompositions
M(1+X)=:
N \
M
N+ N(X), (2.14)
where M, N run through the molecular species (up to isomorphism of
species).
Let m=deg M and n=deg N. Since no partially labelled M-structure
can contain more than m labelled nodes, we have
deg N>deg M O \MN+=0. (2.15)
Hence, each sum in (2.14) is finite.
In order to analyze more closely the combinatorial meaning of the
generalized coefficients ( MN ) in (2.14), we need an explicit description of the
stabilizer, stab(s), of an arbitrary partially labelled M-structure s.
Lemma 2.3. Let s be a partially labelled M-structure on U obtained from
a M-structure t on U+V by unlabelling all elements of V. Then stab(s) is
the set of restrictions to U of all elements of stab(t) that keep U invariant.
In other words,
stab(s)=(stab(t)U, V) |USU , (2.16)
where stab(t)U, V=stab(t) & SU, VSU+V is the Young subgroup of stab(t)
determined by (U, V) and K|U=[: |U : : # K].
Proof. Indeed, if we interpret t as a M(T+X)-structure on U+V,
where U are X-labels and V are T-labels, we must reduce its stabilizer to
stab(t) & SU, V (2.17)
since the X-labels must be permuted among themselves as well as the
T-labels. Moreover, because we unlabel the elements of V, we must take
the restriction to U of all elements of (2.17) to obtain stab(s). K
In analogy with the above notion of n-partially labelled m-lists, we give
the following definition.
Definition 2.4. Let M and N be two molecular species. A partially
labelled M-structure, s, is said to be a N-partially labelled M-structure
if its stabilizer is conjugate (in the general sense) to the stabilizer of a
N-structure.
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For example, Fig. 2a shows a X3-partially labelled C6 -structure while
Fig. 2b gives a C3-partially labelled C6 -structure.
The following result gives a combinatorial interpretation as well as an
explicit formula for ( MN ).
Theorem 2.5. Let M(X)=XmH and N(X)=XnK be two molecular
species with respective stabilizers HSm and KSn , mn. Let t be an
arbitrary given M-structure on [m]=[1, 2, ..., m]. Then
\MN+=the number of nonisomorphic N-partially labelled
M-structures that can be extracted from the
M-structure t by unlabelling m&n of its nodes,
=
1
|H |
:
H aU#K
U[m]
|HU, [m] "U | , (2.18)
where HaU=HU, [m]"U |U=H & SU, [m]"U |U and ‘‘#’’ denotes the
(general ) conjugacy relation.
Proof. Each partially labelled M-structure s that can be extracted from
the M-structure t can be represented as a triplet s=(t, U, V) where
U+V=[m] and V is the set of nodes of t that have been unlabelled (or
hidden by opaque white dots) to obtain s. Let
W=[s=(t, U, V) | U+V=[m], H a U #K]
be the set of those partially labelled M-structures s that are N-partially
labelled. It is clear that H acts on W in the following way:
h } (t, U, V)=(t, h(U), h(V)), h # H. Moreover, the isomorphism classes of
N-partially labelled M-structures are in bijection with the orbits of this
action. Hence, the first equality of (2.18) follows from the classical com-
binatorial interpretation of the coefficients of a molecular decomposition.
Let WH be the set of orbits of the above action. To obtain the second
equality of (2.18) we use the Burnside lemma as follows,
\MN+=|WH|=
1
|H |
:
h # H
|Fix(h) | , (2.19)
where
Fix(h)=[(t, U, V) # W | h } (t, U, V)=(t, U, V)]
=[(t, U, V) # W | h(U)=U, h(V)=V]
$[U[m] | h # SU, [m] "U , HaU #K].
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Hence
\MN+=
1
|H |
:
h # H
:
HaU#K
U[m]
h # SU , [m] "U
1
=
1
|H |
:
HaU#K
U[m]
:
h # HU , [m] "U
1. K
Corollary 2.6. If M=XmH and N=XnK, then we have the
inequality
\MN+\
m
n + . (2.20)
Moreover, equality holds when M=Xm and N=X n (that is, when H=[1m]
and K=[1n], the trivial one-element subgroups of Sm and Sn ).
Proof. Since HU, [m]"U=H & SU, [m]"UH, we have, by (2.18),
\MN+= :
HaU#K
U[m]
|HU, [m]"U |
|H |
 :
|U | =n
U[m]
1=\mn + .
Equality trivially holds if H=[1m] and K=[1n]. K
Making use of existing lists of low degree molecular species [2], we com-
puted (see Table I) the generalized binomial coefficients ( MN ) for every
molecular species M, N of degree4. The rows and columns of this
generalized Pascal triangle are indexed by the following degree-compatible
total ordering of molecular species
1PXPE2(X)PX
2 PE3 (X)PC3 (X)PXE2 (X)PX 3
PE4 (X)PE \4 (X)PE2 (E2 (X))PXE3 (X)PE
2
2(X)
PPbic4 (X)PC4 (X)PXC3 (X)PX2E2 (X)PE2 (X2)PX4P ...,
where Xm, Em (X), and Cm (X) respectively denote the species of m-lists,
m-sets, and oriented m-cycles (see [2]) for the interpretation of the molecular
species E \4 (X) and P
bic
4 (X)).
For example, the 16th row in Table I corresponds to the species
M(X)=XC3 (X), for which
M(1+X)=(1+X) C3 (1+X)
=1+2X+2X2+C3 (X)+X3. (2.21)
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TABLE I
The Pascal Triangle for Molecular Species of Degree4
M"N
1 g1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
X g1 g1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
X2 g1 g2 0 g1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E3 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C3 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
XE2 1 2 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
X3 g1 g3 0 g3 0 0 0 g1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E4 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E \4 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E2 (E2) 1 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
XE3 1 2 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E 22 1 2 2 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pbic4 1 1 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
C4 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
XC3 1 2 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
X2E2 1 3 1 3 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
E2 (X2) 1 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
X4 g1 g4 0 g6 0 0 0 g4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 g1
This means, for example, that
\XC3X2 +=2 and \
XC3
C3 +=1. (2.22)
Figure 3 shows a complete set of nonisomorphic representatives of the
partially labelled XC3-structures which can be obtained from a given
XC3-structure t on [1, 2, 3, 4] by unlabelling nodes of t. These eight non-
isomorphic structures are classified according to the conjugacy class of
FIG. 3. Molecular decomposition of M(1+X), where M(X)=XC3 (X).
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their stabilizers. Note that two of them correspond to X2-structures (third
column in Fig. 3). This explains (2.21) and (2.22).
3. PROPERTIES OF ( MN ) AND EXPANSION OF M(!+X), ! # C
The infinite lower triangular Pascal matrix P=[( MN )]M, N # M , where
M, N run through the set M of molecular species, shares many properties
with its submatrix P0=[(
m
n )]m, n=[(
X m
X n )]X m, Xn of classical binomial coef-
ficients. We have seen, for example, that ( MN )(
m
n ) if deg M=m and
deg N=n. Theorem 3.1 below generalizes the classical identities
\m0 +=\
m
m+=1, (3.1)
:
nm \
m
n +=2m, (3.2)
\m+1n +=\
m
n ++\
m
n&1+ , (3.3)
\m1+m2n += :n1+n2=n\
m1
n1 +\
m2
n2 + , (Vandermonde). (3.4)
Theorem 3.1. The binomial coefficients ( MN ), for molecular species
M, N, M1 , M2 satisfy the following identities
\M1 +=\
M
M+=1, (3.5)
:
NPM \
M
N+=
1
|H |
:
h # H
2c(h), (3.6)
\MN++\
M
P + if N=XP,
\XMN +={ (3.7)\MN+ otherwise,
\M1 M2N += :N1N2=N \
M1
N1 +\
M2
N2 + , (Vandermonde), (3.8)
where M=XmH, and, for h # H, c(h) denotes the number of cycles in the
decomposition of h into disjoint cycles.
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Proof. Equalities (3.5) are immediate since there is only one completely
unlabelled M-structure and, up to isomorphism, only one completely
labelled M-structure. Notice that (3.5) is, indeed, a generalization of (3.1)
since, for M=Xm,
\M1 +=\
X m
X0+=\
m
0 +=1=\
m
m+=\
X m
X m+ . (3.9)
Equality (3.6) follows from classical Po lya theory [14]: the sum
:
NPM \
M
N+= :NPM \
M
N+ N(X) |X :=1=M(1+X) | X :=1 (3.10)
is the number of unlabelled M(1+X)-structures, which is, in turn, the
number of bicolorations of M-structures (color 1, first unlabelling; color 2,
second unlabelling). Let
PH(x1 , x2 , ..., xm)=
1
|H |
:
h # H
xc1(h)1 x
c2(h)
2 } } } x
cm(h)
m (3.11)
denote the Po lya cycle index polynomial of H. Thus, this number of
bicolorations is equal to
PH(2, 2, ..., 2)=
1
|H |
:
h # H
2c(h). (3.12)
Equalities (3.7) follow from the computation
:
N \
XM
N + N(X)=(XM) b (1+X)=(1+X) M(1+X)
=(1+X) :
N \
M
N+ N(X)
=:
N \
M
N+ N(X)+:P \
M
P + XP(X). (3.13)
Similarly, (3.8) follows from the fact that
(M1M2) b (1+X)=M1 (1+X) } M2 (1+X)
=:
N1
\M1N1+ N1 (X) } :N2 \
M2
N2+ N2 (X)
=:
N \ :N1 N2=N \
M1
N1+\
M2
N2++ N(X). K (3.14)
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The substitution X [ 1+X can be extended by linearity to polynomial
species of degree m,
F(X)= :
deg Mm
fMM(X), fM # N, (3.15)
as follows:
F(1+X)= :
deg Mm
fMM(1+X)
= :
deg Nm \ :deg Ndeg Mm \
M
N+ fM+ N(X). (3.16)
Of course, the F(1+X)-structures are also to be interpreted as partially
labelled F-structures.
This extension to polynomial species will now be used to study the k th
iterates of the substitution X [ 1+X. We start with k=2 and a molecular
species M(X). If we apply the substitution X [ 1+X to the polynomial
species M(1+X), we obtain the species
(M b (1+X)) b (1+X) (3.17)
of partially labelled partially labelled (yes, twice!) M-structures. These
structures are obtained through two successive unlabellings: unlabelling 1
and unlabelling 2.
Equivalently, a structure belonging to species (3.17) can be interpreted as
a partially 2-colored M-structure (color i corresponds to unlabelling
i, i=1, 2). Obviously, we can replace 2 by any nonnegative integer k, in the
above discussion, by making use of a set of k colors, instead of two. Since
k+X=(1+(1+( } } } +X) } } } ))=(1+X) b } } } b (1+X), (k times),
(3.18)
associativity of substitution gives rise to the following definition.
Definition 3.2. Let M=M(X) be a molecular species and k # N. The
species of partially k-colored M-structures is the species
M(k+X)=M b (1+X) b } } } b (1+X), (k times). (3.19)
Concretely, if M is of degree mn and U is a set of n distinct labels,
then to obtain a partially k-colored M-structure s on U one may proceed
as follows: first, add to U a family V1 , ..., Vk of k disjoint sets such that
|U+V1+ } } } +Vk |=m, then choose an arbitrary M-structure t on
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U+V1+ } } } +Vk , and, finally, for i=1, ..., k, paint with color i every
element of Vi (so that any two elements within any given Vi become
indistinguishable from each other).
Formally speaking, a M(k+X)-structure s on U is an equivalence class
of (k+2)-tuples of the form
(t, U, V1 , ..., Vk), t : M-structure on U+V1+ } } } +Vk , (3.20)
under the equivalence relation
(t, U, V1 , ..., Vk)t(t$, U, V$1, ..., V$k), (3.21)
if t$ can be obtained from t by relabelling t along a bijection
;: U+V1+ } } } +Vk [ U+V$1+ } } } +V$k
such that ; |U=idU and ;(Vi)=Vi$, i=1, 2, ..., k. Note that some of the
Vi ’s can be empty.
Figure 4 gives a geometrical description of a partially 3-colored
C12-structure s on U=[a, b, c, d]. In this figure, a node painted with color i
is represented as a white dot with an i attached to it. Note that the stabilizer
of s is cyclic of order two, since a plane rotation of 180% leaves s invariant.
We now introduce new families of integers ( MN )k , k # N.
Definition 3.3. Let k # N. The k-generalized binomial coefficients,
( MN )k , are the nonnegative integers arising from the molecular decomposi-
tion
M(k+X)=:
N \
M
N+k N(X), (3.22)
where M, N run through the molecular species (up to isomorphism of
species). In particular, ( MN )1=(
M
N ).
The following theorem gives a combinatorial interpretation of ( MN )k in
terms of N-partially k-colored M-structures (that is, M(k+X)-structures
having a stabilizer conjugate to K, where N=XnK) as well as an explicit
formula.
Theorem 3.4. Let M(X)=XmH and N(X)=xnK be two molecular
species with respective stabilizers HSm and KSn , mn. Let t be an
arbitrary M-structure on [m]=[1, 2, ..., m]. Then
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FIG. 4. A partially 3-colored C12 -structure on U=[a, b, c, d].
\MN+k=the number of nonisomorphic N-partially
k-colored M-structures that can be obtained from
the M-structure t by k-coloring m&n of its nodes, (3.23)
=
1
|H |
:
HU , V9 |U#K
U+V1+ } } } +Vk=[m]
|HU, V1 , ..., Vk | , (3.24)
where HU, V9 |U=HU, V1 , ..., Vk |U=(H & SU, V ! , ..., Vk) |U , and ‘‘#’’ denotes the
conjugacy relation.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.5. Just apply
Burnside’s lemma to count the number of orbits of the action of H on the
set
W=[(t, U, V1 , ..., Vk) | U+V1+ } } } , Vk=[m], HU, V9 |U #K] (3.25)
defined, for h # H, by h } (t, U, V1 , ..., Vk)=(t, h(U), h(V1), ..., h(Vk)). Here,
of course, the stabilizer of the M(k+X)-structure represented by
(t, U, V1 , ..., Vk) is HU, V9 |U . K
The numbers ( MN )k are closely related to the numbers (
M
N ).
Theorem 3.5. Let P=[( MN )]M, N # M be the infinite lower triangular
matrix of generalized binomial coefficients for molecular species. Then
Pk=_\MN+k&M, N # M . (3.26)
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Moreover, each ( MN )k is a polynomial in k of degree m&n of the form
\MN+k= :
m&n
i=0
qM, N, i \ki + , (3.27)
where m=deg M, n=deg N, qM, N, i # N, and ( ki )=k(k&1) } } } (k&i+1)i!.
Proof. Equality (3.26) is proved by induction on k. It trivially holds for
k=1. Assuming that it holds for k, then
:
NPM\
M
N+k+1 N(X)=M((k+1)+X)
=M(k+(1+X))
=M(k+X) b (1+X)
= :
PPM \
M
P +k P(1+X)
= :
PPM \
M
P +k :NPP \
P
N+ N(X). (3.28)
Hence, for every M, N we have the equality
\MN+k+1= :NPPPM \
M
P +k \
P
N+ . (3.29)
This implies that
_\MN+k+1&M, N # M=_\
M
N+k&M, N # M } P. (3.30)
Now, let I be the infinite diagonal matrix and consider the strictly lower
triangular matrix Q=P&I. We have
_\MN+k&M, N # M=(I+Q)k
= :
i0 \
k
i + Q i. (3.31)
Fixing M, N, we get
\MN+k= :i0 \
k
i + (Qi)M, N . (3.32)
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Since Q is strictly lower triangular, we have (Qi)M, N=0 if i>m&n, where
m=deg M and N=deg N. Hence we have (3.28) with
qM, N, i=(Qi)M, N # N. (3.33)
It is easy to check that qM, N, j=0 if j>m&n. K
The fact that each ( MN )k is polynomial in k enables us to extend the sub-
stitutions X [ k+X to general ‘‘translations,’’ X [ !+X for complex !, in
the context of polynomial C-species.
Definition 3.6. Let ! # C and
F(X)= :
deg Md
fM M(X), fM # C, (3.34)
be a polynomial C-species of degree d. Then, F(!+X) is the polynomial
C-species defined by
F(!+X)= :
deg Md
fM M(!+X), (3.35)
with
M(!+X)= :
NPM \
M
N+! N(X), (3.36)
where the coefficients ( MN )! are the polynomials in ! defined by
\MN+!= :
deg M&deg N
i=0
qM, N, i \!i + (3.37)
with coefficients qM, N, i=(Qi)M, N , Q=P&I, P being the Pascal matrix for
molecular species.
Note that Definition 3.6 is equivalent to the fact that
_\MN+!&M, N # M=P!=(I+Q)!= :i0 \
!
i+ Qi. (3.38)
It is also worth noting that this implies that
P!=e!L, (3.39)
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where L is the logarithm of the Pascal matrix for molecular species:
L=log P=log(I+Q)
=Q&
1
2
Q2+
1
3
Q3& } } } +
(&1) j&1
j
Q j+ } } }
=\ dd! P!+ } !=0 . (3.40)
It follows from (3.39) that the polynomials ( MN )! can also be written as
\MN+!= :
deg M&deg N
i=0
*M, N, i !i # Q[!], (3.41)
where
*M, N, i=
1
i!
(Li)M, N . (3.42)
We used (3.40) to compute, in Table II, the entries of the matrix L=log P
corresponding to every molecular species M and N of degree 4. Note
TABLE II
The Logarithm of the Pascal Matrix for Molecular Species of Degree4
M"N
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
X 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E2 12 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
X2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E3 13
1
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C3 23 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
XE2 0 12 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
X3 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E4 14
1
3
1
2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E \4 0
2
3 1 &
1
2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E2 (E2) 14 0
3
2 &
1
2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
XE3 0 13 0
1
2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E 22 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pbic4 0 0 3 &
3
2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C4 12 0 1 &
1
2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
XC3 0 23 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
X2E2 0 0 0 12 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E2 (X2) 0 0 2 &1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
X4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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that the logarithm L0=log P0 of the classical Pascal submatrix
P0=[(
m
n )]m, n0=[(
X m
X n )]m, n0 is the infinite subdiagonal matrix of the
form
0 0 0 0 } } }
1 0 0 0 } } }
log P0=_0 2 0 0 } } }& . (3.43)0 0 3 0 } } }
b b b b . . .
This fact is not so well known and follows easily from the formula
log P0=\ dd! P!0+!=0=
d
d! _\
m
n + !m&n&m, n } !=0. (3.44)
It can be shown that the row-sums, in L, corresponding to the molecular
species Em (X), of m-sets, are the harmonic numbers Hm=1+ 12+ } } }
1
m .
The table in the Appendix gives the value of the polynomials ( MN )!
written in the three forms: in the basis ( !k), expanded, and factored over the
rational numbers, for 4deg Mdeg N. For each M, only the nonzero
( MN )! ’s are shown except (
M
M)! which is always 1. For example, for
M(X)=C4 (X), the species of oriented 4-cycles, we have, from this table:
C4 (!+X)=\\!1++4 \
!
2++9 \
!
3++6 \
!
4+++\\
!
1++6 \
!
2++6 \
!
3++ X
+\!1+ E2 (X)+\\
!
1++3 \
!
2++ X2+\
!
1+ X3+C4 (X)
=\12 !+
1
4
!2+
1
4
!4++!3X+!E2 (X)+\&12 !+
3
2
!2+ X2+!X 3
+C4 (X).
=
1
4
!(1+!)(!2&!+2)+!3X+!E2 (X)+
1
2
!(3!&1) X 2+!X 3
+C4 (X). (3.45)
Some basic properties of the expansion of M(!+X) will be used, in the
next section, to study solutions of equations of the form M(8)=9 in the
context of C-species. In particular, we will make use of the following
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explicit expressions for the first two coefficients in the expansion of
M(!+X):
Corollary 3.7. Let M(X)=XmH be a molecular species and ! # C.
Then the first two coefficients ( M1 )! and (
M
X )! of the expansion
M(!+X)=\M1 +!+\
M
X +! X+ } } } (3.46)
are given by
\M1 +!=ZM (!, !, !, ...)=
1
|H|
:
h # H
!c(h), (3.47)
and
\MX +!=ZM$ (!, !, !, ...), (3.48)
where M$ denotes the combinatorial derivative of M, ZF (x1 , x2 , x3 , ...)
denotes the cycle index polynomial of F, and c(h) denotes the number of
disjoint cycles in the permutation h # H.
Proof. It suffices to consider only the case !=k # N, since (3.47)(3.48)
are polynomials in !. By Theorem 3.4, ( M1 )k is the number of nonisomorphic
(completely) k-colored M-structures on [m]. This coincides with the number
of orbits of the action of H on the set (3.25) with U=< and K=[1<], the
trivial one-element subgroup of S< . From Po lya’s theory, this number is
given by
\M1 +k=ZM (k, k, k, ...), (3.49)
where
ZM (x1 , x2 , x3 , ...)=
1
|H |
:
h # H
xc1(h)1 x
c2(h)
2 x
c3(h)
3 } } } (3.50)
is the cycle index polynomial of this action of H, and ci (h) denotes the
number of i-cycles in the decomposition of h into disjoint cycles. This
establishes (3.47). A similar argumentation can be used to prove (3.48)
since a X-partially k-colored M-structure on [m] is a k-colored M$-struc-
ture on [m]"[i] for some i # [m]. K
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Note that the substitution X :=0 in (3.46) and its derivative with respect
to X gives the compact expressions
\M1 +!=M(!) and \
M
X +!=M$(!). (3.51)
However,
M$(!){

!
M(!). (3.52)
The correct formula for M$(!) is
M$(!)=\ x1 ZM+ (!, !, !, ...), (3.53)
since ZM$= x1 ZM .
4. APPLICATION TO M-ROOT EXTRACTIONS
Let M(X) be a molecular species and let 8(X) be any C-species with a
(possibly) non-zero constant term
8(0)=! # C. (4.1)
The substitution
M(8(X))=9(X), (4.2)
of 8 into M, is the C-species, 9, defined by the formula
9=M(8)=M(!+X) b 8+, (4.3)
where
8(X)=8(0)+8+ (X)
=!+8+ (X), 8+ (0)=0. (4.4)
More generally, the substitution, P(8), of 8 into a polynomial C-species P
is extended by linearity.
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Equations such as (4.2) arise naturally in enumerative combinatorics.
For example (see Introduction), the dissymmetry theorem for trees is
equivalent to the following equation,
E2 (1&A)=1&, (4.5)
which is an instance of (4.2).
Definition 4.1. Let M be a molecular species. A C-species 8 is called
a M-root of a C-species 9 if relation (4.2) holds.
This definition generalizes the classical notion of a square root since, for
M=X2, Eq. (4.2) takes the form
82=9. (4.6)
Thus, a X 2-root is a square root in the usual sense. More generally, if (4.2)
holds with M=Xm, we say that 8 is a mth root of 9. For obvious reasons,
if (4.2) holds with Em , we can say that 8 is a symmetric mth root of 9 and
if (4.2) holds with M=Cm , we say that 8 is a cyclic m th root of 9.
For example, (4.5) shows that the species 1&A (where A=rooted trees)
is a symmetric square root of the species 1& (where =trees). Sur-
prisingly, apart from 1&A, the equation
E2 (8)=1& (4.7)
has another solution, 8. It is the Q-species whose first terms are given by
(see [3]):
&2+ 12X+
3
4E2 (X)+
1
16X
2+ } } } . (4.8)
The main goal of this section is to use our analysis of M(!+X) to study
M-roots of given C-species 9. In other words, we generate and study
solutions, 8, to equations of the form
M(8)=9 (4.9)
for given 9 and M. We work in the context of C-species to enlarge the
number of solutions as much as possible.
The exact number of M-roots 8 of 9 turns out to be extremely difficult
to compute for general 9. Fortunately, special M-roots can be found by
making use of the following reduction lemma:
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Lemma 4.2. Let M be a molecular species and 9={+9+ be a
C-species with constant term 9(0)={ # C. If 0 is a M-root of {+X, that is
M(0)={+X, (4.10)
then
8=0(9+) (4.11)
is a M-root of 9.
Proof. By associativity,
M(8)=M(0(9+))
=(M(0)) b 9 +={+9+=9. K
Because of this reduction lemma, we now focus our attention on the
study of M-roots of {+X. It turns out that a complete analysis can be
made in this case. The following theorem is the main result of the section.
Theorem 4.3. Let M(X) be a molecular species of degree d, M$(X) be its
combinatorial derivative, and { be a complex number. Then, {+X admits a
M-root 0 if and only if there exists ! # C such that
ZM (!, !, !, ...)={ (4.12)
and
ZM$ (!, !, !, ...){0. (4.13)
Moreover, each M-root 0 of {+X is uniquely determined by each ! satisfy-
ing (4.12)(4.13) and has the form
0(X)=!+ :
No1
|M, N(!) N(X), (4.14)
where the |M, N(!) are polynomials in !, depending on {, of degree d&1.
Proof. Let 0(X)=!+0+ (X) be a M-root of {+X. By Corollary 3.7
we must have
{+X=M(0(X)) (4.15)
=M(!+0+ (X)) (4.16)
=(M(!+X)) b 0+ (X) (4.17)
=\M1 +!+\
M
X +! 0+ (X)+O(2), (4.18)
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where O(2) denotes a C-species of order 2. Since 0+ (0)=0, (4.18)
implies that ( M1 )!={ and (
M
X )! {0. This shows that (4.12)(4.13) are
necessary. Sufficiency is established as follows. Let ! # C be such that (4.12)
and (4.13) hold and define the auxiliary polynomial C-species P(X) by the
formula
P(X)=
1
c
(M(!+X)&{), (4.19)
where c=ZM$ (!, !, !, ...){0. It is easily verified that
P(X)=X+O(2). (4.20)
Hence, by a general inversion theorem (see [9] and also [10]), P(X) has
a unique substitutional inverse P(&1) (X) given by
P(&1) (X)=X&2PX+22PX& } } } +(&1)
n 2nPX+ } } } , (4.21)
where 2P is the linear delta operator defined on C-species by the formula
(2PG)(X)=G(P(X))&G(X). (4.22)
The C-species 0(X), defined by
0(X)=!+0+ (X), 0+ (X)=P(&1) \1c X+ , (4.23)
is then a M-root of {+X as the following computation shows:
M(0(X))=M(!+0+ (X))
=cP(0+ (X))+{
=cP \P(&1) \1c X+++{=X+{. (4.24)
Furthermore, let d=deg M. Since ! satisfies a polynomial equation,
namely ( M1 )!={, of degree d in !, it follows that any rational function of
! can be rewritten as a polynomial of degree d&1, in !. Hence, each
individual coefficient of the molecular decomposition of P(X) in (4.19) is a
polynomial in ! of degree d&1. Since this polynomiality property is
preserved through the application of the operator 2P , it follows by (4.21)
and (4.23) that each coefficient |M, N(!) in (4.14) is a polynomial in !,
depending on {, of degree d&1. K
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The exact number of distinct M-roots of {+X can be easily computed
as follows.
Corollary 4.4. Let M be a molecular species, { # C, and z be a com-
plex variable. Define the auxiliary polynomials p(z) and q(z) by
p(z)=ZM (z, z, z, ...)&{, q(z)=ZM$ (z, z, z, ...). (4.25)
Then, the number of distinct M-roots of {+X is equal to the number of dis-
tinct roots ! of p(z) that are not roots of q(z). This number is equal to the
degree of the polynomial
r(z)=
p^(z)
gcd( p^(z), q(z))
, (4.26)
where
p^(z)=
p(z)
gcd( p(z), p$(z))
. (4.27)
Moreover, each M-root 0 of {+X can be written in the form (4.14) with
d=deg r(z).
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.3 since the roots ! of
polynomial p^(z), defined by (4.27), are all of multiplicity one and coincide
with those of p(z). Moreover, the roots ! of r(z) are those of p^(z) that are
not roots of q(z). K
The case {=0 in Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.4 is of special importance
since it corresponds to the equation
M(8)=X (4.28)
whose solutions 8=0 are the M-roots of the singleton species, X. For
example, Bouchard et al. have shown, in [3], that X possesses a unique
symmetric square root 0 (with M=E2), whose first terms are given by
0(X)=&1&X&E2 (X)+X 2+XE2 (X)&X3&E2 (E2 (X))
+(E2 (X))2&2X2E2 (X)+E2 (X2)+ } } } . (4.29)
Table III gives the number of molecular M-roots 0 of X, as well as their
constant term of Eq. (4.28) for each molecular species M of degree 4.
The values of r(z) have been normalized by multiplication by a constant to
make them monic.
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TABLE III
Solutions 0=!+ } } } of M(8)=X, deg M4
Normalized Number of Constant terms ! in
M r(z) M-roots of X the M-roots 0 of X
1 1 0 NIL
X z 1 0
E2 1+z 1 &1
X2 1 0 NIL
E3 2+z 1 &2
C3 2+z2 2 i - 2, &i - 2
XE2 1+z 1 &1
X3 1 0 NIL
E4 3+z 1 &3
E \4 11+z
2 2 i - 11, &i - 11
E2 (E2) 2+z+z2 2 &
1
2
+
i - 7
2
, &
1
2
&
i - 7
2
XE3 2+z 1 &2
E 22 1 0 NIL
Pbic4 3+z
2 2 i - 3, &i - 3
C4 2+z+z3 3 &1,
1
2
+
i - 7
2
,
1
2
&
i - 7
2
XC3 2+z2 2 i - 2, &i - 2
X2E2 1+z 1 &1
E2 (X 2) 1+z2 2 i, &i
X4 1 1 NIL
A C-species := :NN approximates a C-species 8= ,NN with a
contact of order n, and we write
:=n 8, (4.30)
if the molecular decompositions of : and of 8 coincide up to molecular
species of degree n; that is,
deg Nn O :N=,N . (4.31)
For example, formula (4.21) yields a linearly convergent sequence
X, X&2PX, X&2PX+22PX, ... (4.32)
of approximations of P(&1) (X) and hence of the M-root 0 of {+X. Each
new term of (4.32) increases by one the order of the approximation. In fact,
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quadratic convergence can be achieved by making use of the following
adaptation of the NewtonRaphson iteration: Consider the equation
R(Y)=M(Y)&{&X=0, (4.33)
to be solved for the unknown C-species Y. In this context, the Newton
Raphson iterative step takes the form
Y [ Y@=Y&
R(Y)

Y
R(Y)
=Y&
M(Y)&{&X
M$(Y)
. (4.34)
Now, let 0=!+ } } } be a M-root of {+X and :=!+ } } } be an
approximation of 0 having a contact of order n with 0, :=n 0. It can be
shown (see [1], and also [2]) that the new approximation :^ of 0, given
by (4.34), satisfies
:^=2n+1 0. (4.35)
Hence, the order of contact is more than doubled at each step. This yields
the following quadratically convergent iterative scheme for the computa-
tion of M-roots 0=!+ } } } of {+X, where ! satisfies (4.12) and (4.13).
NewtonRaphson iteration 4.5. Generate the sequence :0 , :1 , :2 , ... of
C-species by
{:0:k+1
=!
=the molecular decomposition of :^k up to degree 2k+1&1.
(4.36)
It easily follows from the above discussion that for each k0,
:k=2k&1 0. (4.37)
Iterative schemes such as (4.36) and (4.32) have been implemented in the
Maple language [1, 4] and are currently under development. For example,
using (4.36) and Maple, the first three approximations :0 , :1 , :2 of the
symmetric cube root 0=&2+ } } } of X can be shown to be given by
:0=&2,
:1=&2+X, (4.38)
:2=&2+X+2E2 (X)&E3 (X)+4XE2 (X).
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We conclude with some general results and a conjecture about the follow-
ing specific infinite families of M-roots of X, where M=Em , M=E \m , and
M=Cm .
Corollary 4.6. For each m1, the species X of singletons has exactly
one symmetric mth root. More precisely, the equation Em (8)=X has only
one solution 8=0, whose first terms, up to degree 3, are given by
0=&(m&1)+(&1)m&1X+aE2 (X)+bX 2+cE3 (X)+dXE2 (X)
+eX 3+ } } } , (4.39)
where
a=(&1)m&1 (m&1),
b=(m&1) if m is even; 0 otherwise,{c=(&1)m ( m&12 ), (4.40)d=(m&1) if m is even; (m&1)2 otherwise,
e=&( m2 ) if m is even; 0 otherwise.
Proof. This follows from an application of Theorem 4.3 with
M=Em , M$=Em&1 , {=0. In this case, conditions (4.12) and (4.13) take
the form
!(!+1) } } } (!+m&1)
m!
=0,
!(!+1) } } } (!+m&2)
(m&1)!
{0. (4.41)
The only value of ! satisfying these conditions is !=&(m&1). This is the
constant term in (4.39). The other terms in (4.39) have been computed in
Maple using NewtonRaphson and the following expansion formulas
Em (!0 X0+!1 X1+ } } } )= :
i0+i1+ } } } =m
Ei0 (!0X0) Ei1 (!1X1) } } } , (4.42)
E& (!X)=sum of terms of degree & in E(!X)=E(X)!,
(4.43)
which are valid for any sorts of singletons X, X0 , X1 , } } } and any complex
numbers !, !0 , !1 , ..., where E is the species of sets. K
For the species M=E \m of oriented m-sets, the situation is quite dif-
ferent. Recall that E \m =X
mAm where AmSm is the alternating subgroup
of Sm . Hence a E \m -structure is a m-list up to an even permutation of
its components. These kind of structures have been used by Po lya in [14].
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In particular, E \0 =1, E
\
1 =X, E
\
2 =X
2, E \3 =C3 . For obvious reasons,
E\m -roots of X are called alternating mth roots of X.
Corollary 4.7. For each m3, the species X, of singletons, has exactly
m&2+(m (mod 2)) alternating mth roots. More precisely, the solutions
8=0, of E \m (8)=X, are of the form
0(X)=i%k+
1
2 \1+
i%k
m&1+\
i%k
m&1+
&1
X+O(2),
k=1, ..., m&2+(m (mod 2)), (4.44)
where the numbers i%k are purely imaginary and are the nonzero roots of the
polynomial
!(!+1) } } } (!+m&1)
m!
+
!(!&1) } } } (!&m+1)
m!
. (4.45)
Proof. It is well known [2] that the cycle index series ZE\ of the
species of oriented sets is given by
ZE\=ZE (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , ...)+ZE (x1 , &x2 , x3 , &x4 , ...)&1&x1 , (4.46)
where ZE=exp(x1+ 12x2+
1
3x3+ } } } ) is the cycle index series of the species
E of sets. It follows from this that, for m3,
ZE \m (!, !, ...)=[s
m]((1&s)&!+(1+s)!)=
!(m)+!(m)
m!
, (4.47)
where !(m) and !(m) respectively denote the m th rising and m th falling
factorial of !. Since, for m3, (E \m )$=E
\
m&1 , we have
Z(E \m)$ (!, !, ...)=
!(m&1) +!(m&1)
(m&1)!
. (4.48)
This implies, by Theorem 4.3, that the constant terms in the alternating
mth roots of X coincide with the roots of (4.47) that are not roots of (4.48).
A careful analysis (see the Ph.D. thesis of the first author [1]), using
Mo bius transformations, shows that there are exactly m&2+(m (mod 2))
such distinct roots and that they are nonzero purely imaginary numbers.
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Let c=ZE \m&1 (i%k , i%k , ...)=((i%k)
(m&1)+(i%k)(m&1) )(m&1)! The coef-
ficient 1c of X in (4.44) is obtained as follows. Using the facts that !
(m) =
(!+m&1) !(m&1), !(m)=(!&m+1) !(m&1) , and !(m)+!(m) vanishes
for !=i%k , we obtain
(i%k)(m&1)=&\i%k&m+1i%k+m&1+ (i%k)(m&1) . (4.49)
Substituting this expression for (i%k)(m&1) in 1c , we get, after some sim-
plifications,
1
c
=(m&1)! ((i%k)(m&1)+(i%k)(m&1))&1
=
1
2 \1+
i%k
m&1+\
i%k
m&1+
&1
. (4.50)
The determination of the exact number of cyclic m th roots of X is a
much more delicate task, as the following shows.
Corollary 4.8. For each m2, there are at most m&1 cyclic mth
roots of the species X of singletons. Each root 8=0 of Cm (8)=X has the
form
0(X)=!+
1
!m&1
X+O(2), (4.51)
where ! is a nonzero root of the polynomial
1
m
:
d | m
,(d ) !md (4.52)
and , denotes the Euler totient function.
Proof. In this case, M(X)=Cm (X), M$(x)=Xm&1. Hence, ZM (!, !, ...)
is given by (4.52) and ZM$ (!, !, ...)=!m&1. Using Theorem 4.3, the result
follows immediately. K
For specific values of m, more terms in (4.51) can be obtained by making
use of the NewtonRaphson iteration together with the following expan-
sion formula (Proposition 4.25 in [13]),
Cm (!0X0+!1X1+ } } } )
= :
d | m
:
i0+i1+ } } } =d
*i0 , i1, ... (!0 , !1 , ...) Cmd (X
i0
0 X
i1
1 } } } ), (4.53)
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where
*i0 , i1, ... (!0 , !1 , ...)=
1
i0+i1+ } } }
:
$ | gcd(i0 , i1, ...)
+($)
_\
i0+i1+ } } }
$
i0
$
,
i1
$
, ... + ! i0 $0 ! i1$1 } } } . (4.54)
Using Maple, we verified that the (nonzero) roots of polynomial (4.52)
are all distinct for m27,000. Hence, we conclude with the following
conjecture.
Conjecture 4.9. For every m2, the species X of singletons has exactly
m&1 cyclic m th roots.
APPENDIX
Polynomials ( MN )! for Molecular Species of
Degree 4, Given in Three Forms
\X1+! : !, !, !
\E21 +! : !+\
!
2+ ,
1
2
!+
1
2
!2,
1
2
!(1+!); \E2X + : !, !, !
\X
2
1 +! : !+2 \
!
2+ , !2, !2; \
X 2
X +! : 2!, 2!, 2!;
\E31 +! : !+2 \
!
2++\
!
3+ ,
1
3
!+
1
2
!2+
1
6
!3,
1
6
!(!+2)(1+!)
\E3X +! : !+\
!
2++ ,
1
2
!+
1
2
!2,
1
2
!(1+!)
\C31 +! : !+2 \
!
2++2 \
!
3+ ,
2
3
!+
1
3
!3,
1
3
!(2+!2);
\C3X +! : !+2 \
!
2+ , !2, !2 ; \
C3
X 2+! : !, !, ! ;
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\X } E21 +! : !+4 \
!
2++3 \
!
3+ ,
1
2
!2+
1
2
!3,
1
2
!2(1+!);
\X } E2X +! : 2!+3 \
!
2+ ,
1
2
!+
3
2
!2,
1
2
!(1+3!);
\X } E2E2 +! : !, !, !; \
X } E2
X 2 +! : !, !, !;
\X
3
1 +! : !+6 \
!
2++6 \
!
3+ , !3, !3;
\X
3
X +! : 3!+6 \
!
2+ , 3!2, 3!2; \
X 3
X 2+! : 3!, 3!, 3!;
\E41 +! : !+3 \
!
2++3 \
!
3++\
!
4+ ,
1
4
!+
11
24
!2+
1
4
!3+
1
24
!4,
1
24
!(!+3)(!+2)(1+!);
\E4X +! : !+2 \
!
2++\
!
3+ ,
1
3
!+
1
2
!2+
1
6
!3,
1
6
!(!+2)(1+!);
\E4E2+! : !+\
!
2+ ,
1
2
!+
1
2
!2,
1
2
!(1+!); \E4E3+! : !, !, !;
\E
\
4
1 +! : !+3 \
!
2++3 \
!
3++2 \
!
4+ ,
11
12
!2+
1
12
!4,
1
12
!2(11+!2);
\E
\
4
X +! : !+2 \
!
2++2 \
!
3+ ,
2
3
!+
1
3
!3,
1
3
!(2+!2); \E
\
4
E2 +! : !, !, !;
\E
\
4
X 2+! : \
!
2+ ,
1
2
!2&
1
2
!,
1
2
!(!&1); \E
\
4
C3 +! : !, !, !;
\E2 b E21 +! : !+4 \
!
2++6 \
!
3++3 \
!
4+ ,
1
4
!+
3
8
!2+
1
4
!3+
1
8
!4,
1
8
!(1+!)(!2+!+2);
\E2 b E2X +! : !+4 \
!
2++3 \
!
3+ ,
1
2
!2+
1
2
!3,
1
2
!2(1+!);
\E2 b E2E2 +! : 2!+\
!
2+ ,
3
2
!+
1
2
!2,
1
2
!(!+3);
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\E2 b E2X 2 +! : \
!
2+ ,
1
2
!2&
1
2
!,
1
2
!(!&1);
\E2 b E2X } E2 + : !, !, !
\X } E31 +! : !+6 \
!
2++9 \
!
3++4 \
!
4+ ,
1
3
!2+
1
2
!3+
1
6
!4,
1
6
!2(!+2)(1+!);
\X } E3X +! : 2!+6 \
!
2++4 \
!
3+ ,
1
3
!+!2+
2
3
!3,
1
3
!(1+!)(2!+1);
\X } E3E2 +! : !+2 \
!
2+ , !2, !3;
\X } E3X 2 +! : !+\
!
2+ ,
1
2
!+
1
2
!2,
1
2
!(1+!);
\X } E3E3 +! : !, !, !; \
X } E3
X } E2+! : !, !, !;
\E
2
2
1 +! : !+7 \
!
2++12 \
!
3++6 \
!
4+ ,
1
4
!2+
1
2
!3+
1
4
!4,
1
4
!2(1+!)2;
\E
2
2
X +! : 2!+8 \
!
2++6 \
!
3+ , !2+!3, !2(1+!);
\E
2
2
E2+! : 2!+2 \
!
2+ , !+!2, !(1+!);
\E
2
2
X 2+! : !+2 \
!
2+ , !2, !2; \
E 22
X } E2+! : 2!, 2!, 2!;
\P
bic
4
1 +! : !+5 \
!
2++9 \
!
3++6 \
!
4+ ,
3
4
!2+
1
4
!4,
1
4
!2(3+!2);
\P
bic
4
X +! : !+6 \
!
2++6 \
6
3+ , !3, !3; \
Pbic4
E2 +! : 3!, 3!, 3!;
\P
bic
4
X 2 +! : 3 \
!
2+ ,
3
2
!2&
3
2
!,
3
2
!(!&1); \P
bic
4
X 3 +! : !, !, !;
\C41 +! : !+4 \
!
2++9 \
!
3++6 \
!
4+ ,
1
2
!+
1
4
!2+
1
4
!4,
1
4
!(1+!)(!2&!+2);
\C4X +! : !+6 \
!
2++6 \
!
3+ , !3, !3; \
C4
E2+! : !, !, !;
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\C4X 2+! : !+3 \
!
2+ , &
1
2
!+
3
2
!2,
1
2
!(&1+3!), \C4X 3+! : !, !, !;
\X } C31 +! : !+6 \
!
2++12 \
!
3++8 \
!
4+ ,
2
3
!2+
1
3
!4,
1
3
!2(2+!2);
\X } C3X +! : 2!+8 \
!
2++8 \
!
3+ ,
2
3
!+
4
3
!3,
2
3
!(2!2+1);
\X } C3X 2 +! : 2!+4 \
!
2+ , 2!2, 2!2;
\X } C3C3 +! : !, !, !; \
X } C3
X 3 +! : !, !, !;
\X
2 } E2
1 +! : !+10 \
!
2++21 \
!
3++12 \
!
4+ ,
1
2
!3+
1
2
!4,
1
2
!3(1+!);
\X
2 } E2
X +! : 3!+14 \
!
2++12 \
!
3+ , !2+2!3, !2(2!+1);
\X
2 } E2
E2 +! : !+2 \
!
2+ , !2, !2;
\X
2 } E2
X 2 +! : 3!+5 \
!
2+ ,
1
2
!+
5
2
!2,
1
2
!(1+5!);
\X
2 } E2
X } E2 +! : 2!, 2!, 2!; \
X 2 } E2
X 3 +! : !, !, !;
\E2 (X
2)
1 +! : !+8 \
!
2++18 \
!
3++12 \
!
4+ ,
1
2
!2+
1
2
!4,
1
3
!2(1+!2);
\E2 (X
2)
X +! : 2!+12 \
!
2++12 \
!
3+ , 2!3, 2!3; \
E2 (X 2)
E2 +! : 2!, 2!, 2!;
\E2 (X
2)
X 2 +! : 2!+6 \
!
2+ , &!+3!2, !(&1+3!); \
E2 (X 2)
X 3 +! : 2!, 2!, 2!;
\X
4
1 +! : !+14 \
!
2++36 \
!
3++24 \
!
4+ , !4, !4;
\X
4
X +! : 4!+24 \
!
2++24 \
!
3+ , 4!3, 4!3;
\X
4
X 2+! : 6!+12 \
!
2+ , 6!2, 6!2; \
X 4
X 3+! : 4!, 4!, 4!
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